Toyota solara 200

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user as
is without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior
sale. Although we try to remove SOLD units as quickly as possible, due to our high inventory
turnover it is possible that some may remain online so please call in advance to ensure that the
vehicle of interest is in stock. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the
information on this site, errors do occur so please verify information with a customer service
representative. This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. Good
credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region
and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you more
money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be able
to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage
limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! It's
no wonder that the store has won the prestigious Toyota Motor Sales President's Award for
outstanding sales and service 19 times. We promise we'll make it fun. Price does not include a
charge for 0. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Red with a
Tan interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. We try and make the car buying
process as easy and transparent as possible by offering unbeatable wholesale prices to both
Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We understand that we do business a little differently than
the traditional car dealer of the past and we hope streamlining the process and cutting out the
sales gimmicks and middleman will not only let you buy a quality vehicle at a fraction of the
price offered by most Auto Dealers but hopefully also leave you with a great feeling of an easy,
quick, fun experience. That will bring you back for years to come. Be sure to visit our virtual
showroom for available inventory at iAutoOhio. Dont take our word for it. Browse through the
hundreds of options that we have in our online inventory right now. When you want a used car,
truck, or SUV, make Lakeside Auto Brokers your first stop and we may just be your last stop! At
Lakeside Auto Brokers, we pride ourselves on customer service, and we are proud to be able to
serve the Colorado Springs area. With three locations, we are sure to be near you. We can also
serve all the surrounding areas, and with our unique selection of vehicles, we attract customers
from all around. You can browse through everything that we have to offer online, or come to see
one of our locations in person today. Either way, we know that you will be impressed with
everything we can do. Fully serviced with new Inspection. Loaded with all the options. We do
not buy from auctions or other dealers. This allows us to meet the previous owners and get to
know the vehicles maintenance schedule. All of our vehicles come with a current Pennsylvania
State Inspection an It is our goal to provide you with an excellent purchase and ownership
experience. Trade-in's are welcome! Out of state clients are cash or certified check only. We do
not have a credit or debit card machine. Call us today at for a no obligation demonstration and
test drive! Looking for a clean, well-cared for Toyota Camry Solara? This is it. It's not often you
find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home
a gently used and barely driven Toyota Camry Solara. You could keep looking, but why? You've
found the perfect vehicle right here. Look no further, you have found exactly what you've been
looking for. These vehicles typically are traded in by customers who have been driving them on
a daily basis. To save you the expense these vehicles are not run through are shop and are sold
without a warranty. They are offered for a limited time only days. Why Cash and Carry, Simply
put our customers have requested that we make these vehicles available. Many of our
customers have a need for basic transportation. By offering a broader selection of inexpensive
transportation options, we feel we can better serve our current customers and the general
market. For more vehicles in this category visit southtownemazda. Recent Arrival! Visit -online. Oil and filter changed. Engine air filter replaced. Cabin air filter replaced. Wiper blades
replaced. Powered by an impressive 3. This Front Wheel Drive will have you passing with
complete ease on the interstate, and still scoring near 29mpg on the highway. Toyota provides
all the important safety features, including ABS and dual front airbags. You really cannot go
wrong with our Camry Solara SE! You'll turn heads, love the ride, enjoy the features, and feel
safe with every mile! Print this page and call us Now This fun and smooth car has a retractable
soft top to enjoy the sun! Showing its clean, leather interior, perfect for you to take home today!
Dear customers, due to COVID pandemic we take extra precautionary matters to protect your
and our health. We added new daily routines like sanitizing vehicles after each test drive as well
as our office space periodically and after each visit. We also added new e-purchase and delivery
options. We now offer virtual test drives, live video walk around and document signing via
email. For our local customers we can bring the vehicle and paperwork to your doorstep or
low-cost shipping for out of town patrons. Inquire with us for more details. We strongly
recommend scheduling an appointment prior to visiting our dealership as we may work flexible

hours! Call or Text with questions or to schedule a test drive appointment. Complete available
inventory of quality vehicles can be found on our website. Apply for credit from your mobile
device or desktop computer. For your convenience, secure credit application is on our website
at On the spot Credit Union and Bank Financing with competitive rates! Low miles. Very clean
exterior. Average interior for age. Good working convertible top. Theft recovery vehicle. Please
come by for test drive. All financing is subject to approved credit. Dealer installed options are
additional. Stock photo colors, options and trim levels may vary. Not responsible for
typographical errors. Published price subject to change without notice to correct errors and
omissions or in the event of inventory fluctuations. Vehicles may be in transit to dealer. Vehicle
photos may not match exact vehicle. Please call to confirm availability status. Model tested with
standard side airbags SAB. New Car Assessment Program Use for comparison purposes only.
Home delivery available! At ASM we take pride in offering a great selection of quality pre-owned
vehicles from practical family sedans and SUV's to the Classic Muscle Cars of yesteryear,
modern day Luxury vehicles and Exotics. Our Valued Customer. Easy Financing Available! We
look forward to serving you! Military welcome!! Price is advertised as a cash transaction,
financing fees may apply, all credit scores welcome!! Friendly staff here to help you with our
wholesale prices to the public. Straight forward approach keeps our customers coming back
again and again!! You will not be disappointed with our service. We offer a 5 year extended
warranty. With only 48k miles this Toyota Solara runs and drives like new. This vehicle had one
previous owner. A full size spare is included with this vehicle. The car was previously owned by
a non smoker. The battery is in excellent condition. The brakes are in great condition. This
vehicle has no previous collision damage. The engine is functioning properly and has no
issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly. The exterior was well maintained and is extra
clean. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. No dings are visible on this vehicle.
The paint is in great shape and condition. The front windshield is in excellent condition. This
vehicle comes with a new set of tires. Hurry don't miss it. Please call us at Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Type Convertible 56 Coupe Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
65 Manual 2. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders 1 6 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
No accidents. Title issue. Theft history. Showing 1 - 18 out of 88 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Over , miles with no major repairs. John P. I now have a little over , miles and plan to
keep driving it. I have changed the timing belt several times, the water pump and thermostat
once preventative maintenance , recently had the alternator rebuilt for the first time, changed
the cam cover gaskets, and some suspension parts CV joints, tie rods, and struts. The wheel
bearings are original, never had to even turn the rotors, the AC still blows cold and has never
had to be recharged, I had a partial change of automatic transmission fluid around , miles, use
Penzoil 10W and have never had any engine problems. I have changed the coolant several times
and the radiator is still in good shape. I have changed the spark plugs about every , miles and
they have always looked clean. The coils are original. I plan to change those seals during the
next timing belt replacement. The check-engine light is on and probably due to a bad O2 sensor.
The engine runs great and idles very smooth at rpm. The body has a few dings here and there
and the paint is beginning to deteriorate some on the plastic parts that get bugs The paint on
the metal parts still looks very good. The leather, the dash, instrument panel, headliner, carpet,
etc. I had to remove the driver side window motor once to lubricate the bearings. The volume
knob on the CD player doesn't work quite right and the light that illuminates the gear position is
burned out for "D" which I take as a testimony to how long the car has been in "Drive". The car
gets 25mpg so it's had about 16, gallons of gasoline through it and the fuel filter is original I
attribute the condition and reliability of the car to Toyota quality but it's critical to always
change the oil and air filter if one expects to take full advantage of the workmanship. I run the
oil for 5, miles and the air filter for about 20, miles. It's also critical to change the timing belt
every , miles. I also change the plugs when I change the timing belt. I have seen some people
have had radiators to fail. Be sure and use antifreeze rated for Toyota radiators. I have also seen
some reviewers who had to replace the starter. Mine is still going strong. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. The second-generation Camry Solara debuted in for model year , [7] initially offered as
a coupe; the second-generation convertible was introduced in the spring of as a model. Created
to appeal to a demographic of more sport-minded drivers than those who prefer the Toyota
Camry sedan , the Camry Solara aspired to blend "sporty" looks and style with spacious
practicality. Prior to the production of the Camry Solara, the 2-door version of the Toyota Camry
was simply known as the Camry Coupe. It was added to the third generation Camry lineup in for
model year to compete with the Honda Accord and other cars in its class. However, due to it

never being nearly as popular as the 4-door sedan of the Camry, the Camry Coupe was dropped
in when the sedan was redesigned for model year A distinct successor went into development
in the mids, resulting a winning design entry in from Warren J. Crain of Calty Design and
Research. After design approval, production development ran from to the first half of The first
generation Camry Solara went on sale in the third quarter of as a model to replace the Camry
Coupe. This model featured a 4-cylinder 5S-FE 2. The Toyota Camry Solara is also the first
vehicle in the Toyota lineup, after their partnership agreement to feature a JBL premium stereo
option, which all models came with a single-slot in-dash CD player and cassette deck. The SE
models come standard with inch steel wheels and hubcaps, upgradable to inch alloy wheels.
The Sports Package also adds a retuned suspension, perforated leather-wrapped steering
wheel, perforated eight-way power-adjustable leather seats, an upgrade to inch alloy wheels,
retuned steering, minor trim changes and a rear lip spoiler. In , the SE and SLE convertibles
were added to the lineup; these cars were built as semi-finished coupes, shipped to an
American Sunroof Company ASC facility where the roofs were removed and convertible tops
installed, and were then shipped back to Toyota for painting and final assembly. The Camry
Solara was facelifted in September for the model year, receiving changes to the grille pattern,
taillights, headlights that now featured a 4-bulb system instead of 2, a chrome logo on the
steering wheel instead of an embossed pattern , and smaller fog lights. The trunk was now
openable by remote and the wood trim changed from Oxford Burlwood to Mustard Wood. New
packages and options were also offered and include heated leather seats, an Appearance
Package that featured a 3-spoke steering wheel, leather-wrapped shift knob, black pearl
emblems, and a different center cap on the wheels. Mechanically, the 2. This new engine was
chosen because it featured the same gas mileage as the previous engine, except it offered more
power and the addition of VVT-i , a technology that improved performance and reduced
emissions. The four-cylinder engine was carried over from the previous generation, while the
optional V6 was a new 3. The four-cylinder engine could be coupled to a five-speed manual or
four-speed automatic transmission , while the V6 was offered only with a five-speed UE
automatic transmission. Both engines featured Toyota's VVT-i technology. Production started in
July for the coupe and February for the convertible. In late for model year , the five-speed MMT
automatic transmission replaced the four-speed automatic on four-cylinder models, and minor
changes were made to the optional power driver's seat. In June a restyled Solara was
introduced, with new LED taillights, a revised rear bumper, and a redesigned front fascia. The
second-generation Solara sold below expectations, as it inherited the unexciting handling from
its Camry parent. Despite statements that the convertible might be sold until at least ,
production was quietly suspended in December , with sales continuing from inventory to gauge
demand. In June , Toyota announced that sales had not met expectations, and that production
would not resume. The name Solara was previously used on a motor vehicle by Peugeot , with
their Talbot Solara , a notchback variant of the Chrysler Alpine hatchback developed by
Chrysler Europe before their takeover by Peugeot in The rights to use the Solara name on a
motor vehicle within Europe remain with Peugeot. From time to time, such names from the past
appear on limited edition models. Mitsubishi Australia also used this name on the mid-spec
versions of its Mitsubishi Magna sedan and station wagon. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about an automobile manufactured by Toyota. For other uses, see
Solara disambiguation. Motor vehicle. This section needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. April Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Coupe: September 17, Archived from the original on April 18, Retrieved April 26, Archived from
the original on July 12, Retrieved June 17, Retrieved June 14, Motor Trend. Retrieved April 25,
JB car pages. Retrieved April 24, Automotive News. Retrieved April 22, The New York Times.
Retrieved August 10, Lexington, Kentucky. Archived from the original on November 12,
Archived from the original on November 28, Retrieved April 4, Retrieved June 16, Archived from
the original on October 13, Consumer Guide. Archived from the original on April 29, Toyota
Motor Corporation. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium
Truck. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Use mdy dates from March Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional
references from April All articles needing additional references All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from April Articles with unsourced statements
from March Commons category link from Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and
Wikipedia. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Warren J. Crain [11]. July [14] â€” [8] [10]. Noboyuki
Kato [15]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota Camry Solara. Yaris Sedan. Tercel

4WD Wagon. Yaris Liftback. Corolla FX. Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Sports car.
Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada. I now have a little over , miles and
plan to keep driving it. I have changed the timing belt several times, the water pump and
thermostat once preventative maintenance , recently had the alternator rebuilt for the first time,
changed the cam cover gaskets, and some suspension parts CV joints, tie rods, and struts. The
wheel bearings are original, never had to even turn the rotors, the AC still blows cold and has
never had to be recharged, I had a partial change of automatic transmission fluid around , miles,
use Penzoil 10W and have never had any engine problems. I have changed the coolant several
times and the radiator is still in good shape. I have changed the spark plugs about every , miles
and they have always looked clean. The coils are original. I plan to change those seals during
the next timing belt replacement. The check-engine light is on and probably due to a bad O2
sensor. The engine runs great and idles very smooth at rpm. The body has a few dings here and
there and the paint is beginning to deteriorate some on the plastic parts that get bugs The paint
on the metal parts still looks very good. The leather, the dash, instrument panel, headliner,
carpet, etc. I had to remove the driver side window motor once to lubricate the bearings. The
volume knob on the CD player doesn't work quite right and the light that illuminates the gear
position is burned out for "D" which I take as a testimony to how long the car has been in
"Drive". The car gets 25mpg so it's had about 16, gallons of gasoline through it and the fuel
filter is original I attribute the condition and reliability of the car to Toyota quality but it's critical
to always change the oil and air filter if one expects to take full advantage of the workmanship. I
run the oil for 5, miles and the air filter for about 20, miles. It's also critical to change the timing
belt every , miles. I also change the plugs when I change the timing belt. I have seen some
people have had radiators to fail. Be sure and use antifreeze rated for Toyota radiators. I have
also seen some reviewers who had to replace the starter. Mine is still going strong. Stop what
you are doing, whether that be looking for a car, or changing your daughters soiled
undergarments. THIS car is unstoppable in so many ways. I rarely write reviews, but this car has
come back from the grave and then some for many for so many years, I need to share the story
with potential buyers. The year was , my father wanted to buy a car that would last him for a
couple years, while feeling a bit "sporty". I came home one day from school, to see a freshly
waxed pearl forest green Solara SLE in our driveway. Over the next 4 years, my father drove the
car daily approximately 20miles in harsh MI weather for those of you that have not ventured into
MI, look it up Through these 4 years, the ONLY thing he had to do was oil changes, brakes, and
tires. Fastfoward to , when I told my family and friends I was moving to California. I needed a
car, and thankfully and now I am celebrating it , I was able to "buy" the car off of my dad for a
reasonable price. I had it shipped because at the time I thought putting miles on this car would
be detrimental laughing loudly as I type that. I moved to San Diego, and in , I was car jacked. My
green rocket ship, taken. After calming down, talking to the police, I called my insurance
agency. Gee, thanks I couldn't make it out to the desert that night, so I had to go pick it up in the
AM. When I pulled up to the police station, it was in the very back. Expecting a dilapidated
carcass, I slowly peaked my head around the corner. To my surprise, the car was in the same
condition I left it, minus the door lock he had the keys so must have been tweeking when he
took it , and he stole my ash tray. In , I drove it to an offroad meet up of a friends. What I didn't
realize, I had to drive off road in the desert to get to the his house! It handled fine, and as I drove
it on the soft sand, baja trucks passing me gave me thumbs up. Fastforward to today: I moved
up to the Bay area San Francisco , to start a new job, and drove it the entire 10 hours with no
problems. Of the time I have owned it, I have had: timing belt changed, tires, oil, shocks, and
brakes. I painted in a car booth the hood and roof from sun damage, and touch up the silver on
the grille once and a while. I bought my Solara with 64, miles on it in I am still driving it today
with , miles on it in harsh winters and hole riddled roads of Michigan. All I have had to do is
basic routine maintenance, and replace the some suspension parts as they have wore due to all
the mileage. I drive it back and forth to work 80miles round trip every day, I could not have
asked for a better car. I have had nothing but issues in the past with american cars, so I just
bought my 16yr old a Solara with miles on it for school work and then college. Best car I have
ever owned! We bought a bright red coupe automatic about 3 years ago when it had 57k miles
on it. Now it has 84k. I've replaced the brakes, tires, spark plugs, battery, and a starter, all wear
items except the starter. The car is exceptionally smooth and quiet like a sewing machine , the
leather feels like the leather in a Avalon or Lexus, gas mileage is good mid 20's , and has never
let us down. This has been a great car for the kids to drive. It also makes me feel like a teenager
when I drive it long doors, sporty feel. It is not terribly powerful hp , but it does not overwhelm a
young driver with power either. It also has a surprising amount of back seat room. I have had
this car for 4 years. I bought it as a compromise between mpg and comfort as I commute over
an hour to work. Performing past my expectations. Popular searches. My notifications My

Account. More about the Camry Solara. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Over , miles with no major repairs
John P. Items per page:. Write a review See all Camry Solaras for sale. Sponsored cars related
to the Camry Solara. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Called for info on vehicle, first the person on phone said they had it, then didn't have it,
and basically had no idea what we were talking about. Super company worked with me as hard
as possible will truly recommended this seller and thanks. Being a out of state perspective
buyer they were very responsive to helping out the process. I ended up buying right here in Ct
local but would have circled back to this dealer. Brad was amazing and super helpful. Answered
all my questions, had the car started and warmed up when I arrived. Allowed me to and my
mechanic to look over the vehicle completely and take test drives. Would definitely recommend
them to others looking for a vehicle! Dealer contacted me backed, I asked a few questions, got
answers and then asked for more pictures of an area of concern on the car. Never heard back.
I'm sure the pics would have shown bad news as it is still up on their site. It was nice talking to
the dealer I did not buy the car. I saw a truck listed and was able to walk the lot and look at the
truck. Then went to the office and talked to a very friendly sales man for a test drive. No pushy
sales pitches, very helpful and pricing was accurate. I highly recommend them. The dealer I was
on my way from 4 hours away with money in hand. He said the car was available. When I arrived
I was told the car was sold the night before. No phone calls nothing. Waisted time and money.
Got back to me right away and earned a customer. Great experience, good group of people.
Martin was very nice and professional in greeting and showing me the explorer. Taking it for a
short test drive , answering all my questions and concerns. Overall would go back if need to. I
have not purchased a carâ€” this one nor any others yet. I live out of town and the dealer
graciously offered to do a video walk around of the car. The dealer was very responsive, nice
and professional. Thank you for all that. Quick response to inquiry. Sent video of car exterior
and answered all questions. Did not buy the car but appreciated their way of doing business.
We purchased the car. I had a good feeling about Matt as we emailed, and I was right. The car
was extremely clean and just as he described. Matt was very trustworthy and kind, which is
what we needed after not having purchased a car from a dealer for 18 years. Looking out of
town was worth it, and I would recommend Nelson Automotive to anyone in the car market. This
is a very low key, trustworthy place. I asked for specifics, only got a general response to contact
them. Just wanted the info I asked for and if it was feasible for me to pursue, I would have
followed up. Just don't want unwanted calls. Drove home , drove toget groceries, broke down.
Warranty doesn't cover Other than that easy transaction. Very attentive to what I was looking
for. Friendly and honest. Took me for a test drive and then I drove the car myself which was
nice. Fixed a problem that I noticed. I liked that. I will definitely recommend this dealer. Toyota
ushered in the second generation of the Camry Solara with the model. Completely restyled, the
new Solara was larger with a rounder, more aerodynamic shape. Interior improvements included
more shoulder and hip room and moveable seatbelts to ease entering and exiting the back seat.
Toyota also added another trim level, the SE Sport, to the lineup. The SE Sport was meant for
drivers who want more out of their cars than the typical Camry owner, and so it includes firmer
suspension and larger tires, along with unique lower body styling and interior trim. Available
engines are a 2. Fuel economy is about 20 to 30 miles per gallon, depending on the engine. A
convertible was introduced late in the model year. One complaint about the Toyota Camry
Solara is that long, heavy doors make it difficult to get out when parked in a tight spot. Still,
overall drivers are happy with their Camry Solaras, citing the smooth, quiet drive and typical
Toyota reliability. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Camry Solara listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Reliability indicates how models
have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in
the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available
to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical

system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Toyota Camry Solara owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Then only holds the correct time for a short time".
Average miles gauge not working. The whole quarter panel had to be removed. Labor cost was
ridiculous". This bucks is about It went out again recently, leading me to believe it was
defective. I replaced all the bulbs and added LED lights for low beam. Much better. Headlights
are HID and Extremely expensive compared to regular headlights". Not a simple replacement
but a whole assembly. The headlight is not under specific warranty. These lamps are expected
to last 50, hours". Did not pay! Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. Blanks out at times. Navigation sometimes takes the least
efficient route. Unable to eject the disc to upgrade". I can talk and disconnect though". There is
a switch that activates an amplifier when the top goes down with the JBL sound system. And I
guess it sticks and cuts out all the time even if the top is up. Very annoying. We have to split the
cost of replacement with purchaser". It may not turn on or cannot be turned off, no channel
selection. The switch is now intermittent with the radio randomly cutting in and out. This repair
is too expensive so I've left it. This is a known problem to Toyota. Car is 11 years old. Stuff
happens. It was replaced". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. They discovered the
worn ball joints during routine safety inspection. Hod to replace the cylinder". Antilock system
ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake
failure or wear. The problem was part of ongoing wear months and got so bad the car was
making grinding noise and not stopping the vehicle well. It was repaired after the brakes no
longer were functioning well and were making grinding noise. A friend suggested that I put
Damp Rid in the car. I also fixed a leak between the glass window and the convertible top. There
was no sloshing occurring after those fixes. Relatively minor problem". Eventually replaced
water pump, radiator hoses, antifreeze, timing belt and serpentine belts". This is the 3rd
convertible owned 60 and 66 Pontiac's but the only one that has had water intrusion". After a
while they all squeak and rattle, but this seems to be more than normal. And my wife drives it
and is willing to do so until there is nothing left of the car". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Missed factory recall". Car is in
garage most of time". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. I had to
replace entire top". We had water damage to the interior". Toyota corporate claims they have
not had any problems like this but top repairers claim it is a common weakness". Replaced top".
First the replaced condenser, then compressor to get it to work". I discovered the actuator for
the climate control was not working. I replaced it and that fixed the problem. Replaced
condenser". It blows hot air all the time and then after driving for awhile it corrects itself. The
temperature can be regulated when it's above freezing". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Dealer replaced engine belt and
repaired pullies. After repair, the car made a squeaking noise when started cold. Returned to the
dealer who tightened the belt. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo
or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. However, it did not meet the criteria until after the it
ended. Toyota extended the warranty until Needed to be replaced. CV joint in question became
noisy. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. They negotiated a lower price. Also the dealer gave an outrageous price for an
unneeded repair. I had t". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Reactivate now to get the information you
were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer
care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Toyota Camry Solara Change Vehicle. The Camry Solara is as practical as a convertible gets.
Based on the Camry sedan, it carries over the comfort and quietness of its sibling. The
powertrain is refined and handling is sound. The convertible top is well-insulated and interior fit
and finish are impeccable. However, Solara suffers from too much body quiver. There are 2
recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common

Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. What Owners Say. I can talk and disconnect though" Jeffrey G. Air or water leaks
"Convertible rain trough wore out which caused water to pool in trunk. Relatively minor
problem" David O. Loose interior trim or moldings "Dash cracked and became sticky. Missed
factory recall" Dave R. Convertible top "Rear window seal failed. Toyota corporate claims they
have not had any problems like this but top repairers claim it is a common weakness" J O. First
the replaced condenser, then compressor to get it to work" Janice C. Replaced condenser"
Janice C. The temperature can be regulated when it's above freezing" Jim T. Accessory belts or
pulleys "Took the car in because of a clicking noise. Engine rebuild or replacement "This model
year had a ring defect that was part of an extended warranty recall. Exhaust leaks "stainless
steel flexible exhaust pipe leading to exhaust manifold. Coil "Clearwater toyota gave one price,
when I told them it was too much. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. If
damaged, the copper strand heating element may short circuit, increasing the risk of a fire.
Read Recall Details. The electrical wiring in the seat heaters may be damaged when the seat
cushion is compressed. What should you do:. SET will notify owners, and dealers will
disconnect the seat heaters, free of charge, and refund the purchase price of the seat heater
accessory. The recall began on July 14, Owners may contact SET customer service at Potential
Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall
Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating
a new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience.
Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all
you need to know about your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for
unique vehicle needs. No Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or
Navigation manuals were found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it
doesn't stop there. Emissions Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California
regulations. For Toyota hybrid vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is
covered for 10 years from original date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is
subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's
Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant
enhancement to our Hybrid Battery Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid
battery warranty is being increased from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or ,
miles whichever comes first. This enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the
quality, dependability, and reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage
under emissions warranty. Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality,
durability and performance. Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any,
companies that offer a longer guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle
purchase, the coverage is 12 months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was
installed on the vehicle, or the remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever
provides greater coverage, with the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12
months from the date of purchase and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality
insurance inspection, with each Used Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota
comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn
more about features and functionalities for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior
components, we've got you covered. We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the
exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer
offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and warranty information are the keys to quality
maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota
service manual. From warranties on Toyota replacement parts to details on features, Toyota
Owners manuals help you find everything you need to know about your vehicle, all in one place.
Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty information help with questions about your
vehicle specifications and maintenan
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ce schedules. Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's
more, Toyota warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan
future service visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our
Toyota Owners manual free download option. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A
Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF.
Show Less. More To Explore. ToyotaCare Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no
cost maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about
features and functionalities for your vehicle. Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the
perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Service
Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Keys to Quality Maintenance. Read More. Additional
Resources. Countless reasons to join. Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota
today.

